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FAQs: Looking for Rebates
Energy Savers Blog
Each week, we ask you questions. Now we'll answer one of yours…
One of the most popular questions we receive in the Energy Savers mailbox is about
taking advantage of rebates after buying an item.
"I just bought an energy-efficient (fill in the blank). Can I get a rebate or tax
deduction?"
The best way to find out if the product you want is eligible for an incentive is to find
out before you buy it. This is because different programs have different
requirements for purchases. There may be a deadline to either purchase a product
or have it installed, so check first before you invest in an energy-efficient or
renewable-energy product for your home.
Here at Energy Savers, we don’t track actual products. Instead, we tell you how to
locate and take advantage of rebates, tax deductions, and other incentives.
If you want to find out what incentives you can take advantage of, check out these
links:

See our Tax Credits for Energy Efficiency [1] page for a list of current
federal tax incentives
Find out whether your state is still offering rebates for ENERGY STAR
appliances [2]
Use the DSIRE widget [1] to search for local incentives.
Research first, then enjoy shopping knowing you can take advantage of incentives.
Each week, you have the chance to share your thoughts on a question or frequentlyasked-question about energy efficiency or renewable energy for consumers. Please
comment with your answers, and also feel free to respond to other comments.
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